
Participant Name: Emmanuella Prosper    Consultation Date: 11/13/16 
Consultation Advisor(s): Matthew Roberts & Tammy Roberts 
Consultation Topic: Budgeting/Credit/Income/other… [first consultation after enrollment] 
Consultation Type: by Phone 
 
Goal Tracker 
You agreed to make copies of your goal-tracker and place them in locations that you have to ((SEE)) every day.  
You agreed to send me a text image of at least 3 locations where you have placed your goal-trackers. 
I expect to have those text images within the next few days.  Let’s set a date of no later than 11/18/16 to have those images 
texted over to me.  You can text them to (904) 294-6000. 
 
 
Credit Profile 
You indicated that you had at least three issues showing on your credit profile. 
$8k balance for a vehicle where the engine blew up and you still owed the creditor. 
Plus, two credit card companies that you ((“let-go”)). 
 
If you are concerned about older issues, if they appear on your credit profile we will address them after we have your report 
pulled. 
 
Now, that we know that your address was switched we will pull your credit report for our next consultation in about a week. 

 Your current address is 3875 San Pablo Rd South, Apt 508, 32224 and you've been at this location for approx. 2 years 

 We had this as your previous address. 

 Your previous address was the 1214 Labelle St #174, 32205 and you lived at this location for about 10 years prior to 
where you currently reside. 

Budget 
It appears that you are on a "FLEX" budget.  Some months your income is higher than others.   
Therefore, you tighten and loosen your expenditures accordingly. 
 

Monthly Income 
$2,500 to $3,500/mo 
 
Total Expenditures 
$3,700/mo 

 $400 rent 

 $516 shop 

 $100 utilities 

 $  50 shop utilities 

 $400 groceries 

 $200 eating out 

 $160 insurance 

 $426 car payment 

 $160 fuel 

 $139 cable 

 $200 mobile phones (3 lines)-tmobile 

 $  50 events 

 $200 daughter 

 $ 40 grooming 

 $500 the pot 

 $159 misc 

ALERT - Negative Differential! 
 



Budget Adjustments & Considerations 
 

The Pot 
You disclosed that you are saving money through a unique program that I'm calling the "pot". 
You are paying $500/mo as a way to save money that will produce approximately $6k in May 2017. 
You intend on using these proceeds to fund your gfc at that time. 
 
Your Vehicle 
We discussed your debt with your vehicle and agreed that it would be advantageous to consider paying it off prior to 
submitting you to a lender. 
This will give you the BEST debt-to-income ratio possible and afford you a higher quality property in a more attractive 
neighborhood. 
We will help you purchase a new vehicle and sell the one you pay off (Nissan) after you close on your home. 
 
The Differential 
Because you are on a flex budget, your differential is not strong.  The "pot" savings plan is part of that constraint.  I 
suggested increasing your income to increase your differential and you said that you were going to try and secure a 
part time job at an establishment that would give you the opportunity to increase your customer base with your 
business.  I agree with this strategy as long as the hours you commit to your job does NOT decrease your $3,500/mo 
average income from your business.  The end result of securing this job would be to increase your monthly income by 
approximately $800/mo and simultaneously increase your customer base which would in theory increase your business 
income.  We will look at this more in a future consultation approximately 1 month after you’ve secure the new job. 

 
GFC payment plan 
From the above budget you agreed to fund $100/mo each month between now and May. 
That would be $100/mo for five months a total of $500 + $500 egfc.  This would equal $1,000 gfc balance as of May 2017. 
You would pay an additional $6k ((from the pot)) giving you a balance of $7k going into June of 2017. 
At that time we will do another budget to determine future gfc payments based on where you are with your credit and what we 
can project your timeline might be. 
We discussed introducing "reserves" into your savings budget and what that would mean at the end of 2017 as we hopefully 
prepare you for completing the program. 
Again, we will discuss this more in future consultations between June & November of 2017. 
 
 
Establish Tradelines 
As discussed, you need to setup 3 tradelines over the next 3 to 4 months.  Secure 1 right away.  Within six weeks of having that 
first one, setup a second tradeline.  Within six weeks of having that tradeline, setup your final tradeline. 
 
Contact us when you have your first and each additional tradeline setup so that we can provide the formula for spending and 
utilization to you.   
 
Start with your bank first.   
 
We recommend that you set your credit card limit to $250 or $300, up to $500.  The maximum credit card limit you should have 
is $750.   
 
Because you have less-than-perfect credit (( EXPECT )) to have to pay higher interest rates and possibly fees to setup these 
tradelines.  This is ok.  This is a "means-to-an-end". 
 
In your backoffice you will find several links in the right-hand menu and one of them will be called “tradelines”. 
Click on this link and you will be able to learn more about tradeline management as well as identify a list of companies that you 
could research and possibly apply with. 
 
Do this quickly. 
 
Other participants have indicated that their experience with capital one and USAA was exceptional.  You may want to start with 
these two credit card companies. 
 



 
 


